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Question 7
Analyze the factors that led to the rise of right-wing authoritarian regimes in continental
Europe in the interwar period (1919–1939).
9-8 Points
• Thesis is explicit and fully responsive to the question.
• Organization is clear, consistently followed and effective, addressing multiple factors clearly linked
to rise of regimes.
• Essay is well balanced; all major topics suggested by the prompt are covered, although essay may
contain more specific evidence from one regime than another or may treat right-wing regimes as a
category with strong emphasis on developing the factors and links.
• All major assertions in the essay are supported by multiple pieces of relevant evidence.
• May contain errors that do not detract from the argument; identifying the USSR as a right-wing
regime detracts from the argument, for example.
7-6 Points
• Thesis is explicit and responsive to the question.
• Organization is clear and effective; it must clearly link factors to the rise of regimes.
• Essay is balanced; essay may address one regime significantly less than another if factors
and linkage to rise of regimes are well balanced.
• All major assertions in the essay are supported by at least one piece of relevant evidence.
• May contain an error that detracts from the argument; identifying the USSR as a right-wing
regime can be ignored if this is the only major error.
5-4 Points
• Thesis is explicit, but not fully responsive to the question, or it is weakly developed.
• Organization is clear and effective; may focus more on causes or responses and may have
somewhat rudimentary analysis.
• Essay shows some imbalance:
o Strong discussion of only one regime that clearly links factors to rise of regime
o More focus on conditions or regime building
o Emphasizes time period after rise to power more than rise to power.
• Most of the major assertions in the essay are supported by least one piece of relevant evidence;
essay needs to do more than assert that conditions after WWI were poor.
• May contain a few errors that detract from the argument.
3-2 Points
• No explicit thesis or has a thesis that merely repeats or paraphrases the prompt or is poorly
developed.
• Organization is unclear and ineffective.
• Essay shows serious imbalance; may have some information on one regime, information may be
very generic, or essay may not support the thesis.
• Only one or two major assertions are supported by relevant evidence; these essays are less specific
and may describe generally poor conditions.
• May contain several errors that detract from the argument.
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Question 7 (continued)
1-0 Points
• No discernible attempt at a thesis or has a thesis that is wholly undeveloped.
• No discernible organization.
• Only one or none of the major topics suggested is mentioned or topics are undeveloped.
• Little or no relevant supporting evidence used.
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Question 7 (continued)
Historical Background
Italy
•

•

•

Political Factors: postwar democratic government could not find consensus between Socialist and
Catholic parties and was not effective in dealing with issues such as: Treaty of Versailles (Italia
irredenta, Fiume 1919), inflation, unemployment, Red Years 1920–1922 (progressive tax, legalized
peasant land seizures).
Social and economic factors: demobilized soldiers increase unemployment; high inflation;
agricultural depression (rural workers form Red Leagues); banditry in south; Socialists gain
influence; workers/unions become more militant; fears of USSR; industrialists and landowners
worried; fascist groups create disruption through riots and violence.
Rise of Mussolini: promises strong, militarized state to restore Italy to Roman glory; appeals to
middle class and landowners; funded by wealthy industrialists and landowners; use of violence and
terror against political left and to create disruption; use of propaganda; 1922 march on Rome, King
Victor Emmanuel III asks Mussolini to form government, legislature grants Mussolini permission to
rule by decree, Fascists become majority party in 1923 elections.

Germany
•

•

•

Political Factors: Weimar Republic (parliamentary system, blamed for surrender and Versailles,
Socialists and Communists gaining seats but at odds with each other); fear of revolution (growing
Socialist/Communist influence contributes to growing militancy of right-wing groups like
Freikorps); Spartacist revolt in 1919 crushed by Freikorps.
Social and economic factors: disappointment with Versailles (Clause 231 on war guilt, reparations,
loss of natural resources, military limitations); inflation (reparations, burning/playing with worthless
money, wheelbarrows of money, Germany defaults and France occupies Ruhr Valley 1923, Dawes
Plan 1924); growing conviction that Jews and Socialists “stabbed Germany in the back” and stole
the German victory; Great Depression (6 million unemployed by 1932, 44 percent drop in
production, loss of welfare benefits).
Rise of Nazi party: helped by depression; scapegoats (primarily Communists, Socialists and Jews);
racial nationalism; Hitler (leader by 1921, Beer Hall Putsch 1923, Mein Kampf 1925); appeals to
middle class, small property owners, pensioners, elderly, war widows, rural middle class, workers in
small businesses; second largest party in Reichstag in 1930; 1933, Hitler becomes Chancellor,
Reichstag fire, proclaims Third Reich, Enabling Act.

Spain
•

•
•

Political Factors: weak monarchy hurt by regionalism; political power dominated by coalitions of
nobility, church and army; loses Morocco; falls to Second Republic in 1931; leftist “October
Revolution” in 1934 lasted two weeks before Franco crushed it; Popular Front (Radicals,
Communists, Socialists, some anarchists) v. conservative groups (old elites, church, monarchists,
nationalists, most of army); country polarized between left and right until Civil War in 1936 (Hitler
and Mussolini support Franco, USSR helps Republicans, West stays out, Republicans split,
conservatives include most of army and are increasingly unified around Franco).
Social and economic factors: labor, peasantry, nobles, church, small middle class all at odds with
each other; strikes; violence (Falange or Black Shirts 1933); weak economy (lack of infrastructure,
regional differences, attempts to modernize, land reform, labor reform all fail).
Rise of Franco: supported by army and church; aid from Italy and Germany; brutal warfare.
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Eastern Europe
•

•

•

Political Factors: new democracies very fragile, little or no experience ruling themselves (multiple
parties span political spectrum, rise of radical agrarian parties, legacies from different empires,
clash of old and new elites); peace treaties (all countries felt their territorial claims had been
violated, large populations of national minorities); had to build administration and rebuild from war;
fears of communism.
Social and economic factors: high illiteracy rates; small middle class; agriculture depressed by
grain imports; economies hampered by national tariffs that impeded prewar flow of goods; only
Austria and Czechoslovakia had advanced industries; lack of infrastructure; growing/displaced
populations; economic and social conflicts reinforced by ethnic and religious differences.
By 1939, right-wing authoritarian regimes in Poland (1926), Lithuania (1926), Albania (1928),
Yugoslavia (1929), Hungary (1932), Austria (1933), Estonia (1934), Latvia (1934), Bulgaria (1935),
Greece (1936), and Romania (1938).

General Issues
•

•

•

•

Political Factors: fear of communism; old elites lost power and prestige after World War I; contested
boundaries in many areas led to nationalism competing with new democracies; mass mobilization
techniques used by parties; revolutionary new political movements on right and left; parliamentary
governments seem unable to deal with crises so dictator looks more attractive; nationalism
growing.
Social and economic factors: changed economic conditions as result of war and depression (war
debt, inflation, increased government regulation of economy, beginnings of welfare states, rise of
corporatism, increasingly militant working class); cultural change causes uncertainty, right-wing
promises return to roots; middle class loses savings and security in economic crises and fear the
left.
Fascist ideology
o Mass mobilization but not political participation; hierarchical structure; rejection of
parliamentary rule
o Borrowed from other ideologies: conservative values of hierarchy and order and contempt
for parliamentary ineffectiveness; popular racist doctrines; corporatism (unity over class
warfare); Christian images of blood and martyrdom
o New social and political order based on the nation; national identity overrides all others
(rejection of class distinction); usually expansionist (not Spain or Portugal)
Fascism’s Appeal:
o Spoke to many groups: World War I vets renew “camaraderie of the trenches” and
patriotism; rural society threatened by urbanization; small businesses threatened by large
corporations; businessmen threatened by workers; middle class threatened by socialism;
old elites threatened by democracy; unemployed threatened by depression; religious way of
life threatened by secularism; all fear communism.
o Notion of service to the nation attractive; emphasizes unity over individualism; uniforms
(shirts of one color that anyone can afford); paramilitary organization; decisive action to
remake society through discipline and force; street drama, symbols, propaganda; violence;
technology and modernization; seen as outside of corrupting politics of democracy;
patriotism of World War I; holds “enemies” responsible for poor economy and bad
governments (liberal politicians, Jews, Marxists, foreigners); fascism promises orderly,
united and prosperous state.
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Question 7
Overview
The question was intended to assess students’ ability to analyze the problems in the interwar period, the
failure of post-1918 governments to address those problems, and how this failure contributed to the rise of
right-wing dictatorships in continental Europe.
Sample: 7A
Score: 9
The essay has a fully responsive, explicit thesis at the end of the first paragraph. The essay is organized
thematically by factors with multiple pieces of evidence for every major assertion. The essay is wellbalanced: it emphasizes the factors that led to the rise of right-wing regimes and includes linkages
specific to Germany and Spain, and it uses several East European countries to highlight the particular
problems faced there in the interwar period. The essay contains a sophisticated analysis of factors and
linkages for several countries, and it has no errors that detract from the argument. The essay was scored
higher than 8 because of the strong analysis and use of relevant evidence from several regimes to support
the argument.
Sample: 7B
Score: 6
The essay has a workable thesis at the end and thematic but straightforward organization that addresses
the prompt. The essay is balanced between factors and rise of regimes but is stronger and has more
evidence on Germany than on Italy. It contains adequate evidence with clear linkages between factors
and rise of regimes. The essay was scored lower than 7 because the evidence is not developed in an
analytical manner, and the essay was scored higher than 5 because it contains more relevant, accurately
presented evidence than the typical essay that received a 5.
Sample: 7C
Score: 2
The essay has a simplistic thesis, minimal organization by regime, and generic information about the rise
to power of right-wing dictators with very little discussion of causal factors. The argument is simplistic
and limited with only a hint of evidence to support its assertions. The essay contains a major error by
including the Soviet Union as a right-wing government. The essay was scored lower than 3 because it
fails to provide even rudimentary coverage of the question, and it was scored higher than 1 because it has
a thesis and demonstrates a basic understanding of the prompt.
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